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Let T be a closed operator on a Hilbert Space 23, such that oi E p(T), the 
resolvent of T. Set A = (T - ar4-l. For p # 0, define X such that (h - OL)~ = 1. 
It is shown that h E essential spectra of T iff p E essential spectra of A for 
various definitions of the essential spectra. A number of immediate corollaries 
are then derived. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Throughout this paper H will denote a fixed infinite dimensional, complex, 
Hilbert space. Let T be a closed operator on H, such that (Y E p(T), the resolv- 
ent of T. Set A = (T - oJ)-l a bounded operator on H. For TV # 0, define X 
such that (A - a) p = 1. In [15, p. 1991, Taylor shows that X E o(T) iff 
p E a(A), where a(S) denote the spectrum of a linear operator S. The purpose 
of this note is to prove that the above statement holds for various definitions 
of the essential spectrum. This essential spectral mapping theorem appears in 
Section 2 and complements existing spectral mapping type theorems for 
various definitions of essential spectra which appear in Berberian [2], 
Goldberg [4], and Nussbaum [l I]. Section 3 shows a relationship between the 
perturbation of a bounded operator and its (possibly unbounded) inverse and 
Section 4 gives conditions under which the convergence of closed operators 
in the generalized sense implies the continuous variation of essential spectra. 
Throughout this note, N(S) and R(S) will denote the null space and range 
of the linear operator S, and the codimension of M (codim M) will be the 
dimension of M’- (dim ML), where &P- denotes the orthogonal compliment 
of M in H. 
2. SPECTRAL MAPPING THEOREMS FOR THE ESSENTIAL SPECTRA 
Let T be a tixed closed operator H and let 01 E p(T). Define A = (T - aI)-1 
a bound operator on X. The following lemma appears in Taylor [15, p. 1991. 
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LEMMA 2.1. For p # 0 define /\ such that (X - CY) p = 1. 
(a) If y = px - Ax, then (T - hI) &LX - y) = pP1y. 
(b) If y = TX - /\x, then (pI - A) x = pAy. 
(c) Finally, h E p(T) z# p E p(A). 
The following two lemmas form the basis of this paper. 
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose p # 0, define X such that (h - a) p = 1. Then 
(T - hI) has closed range if and only if (pI - A) has closed range. 
Proof. Assume that I?($ - A) is closed and let y E R(T - hl). We want 
to show that y E R( T - hl). To this end, let {y%} be a sequence of vectors in 
in R( T - hl) such that y,, + y in norm where yn = (T - XI) x, for each n. 
By Lemma 2.1(b), (PI- A) x, = pAyn for each 12. However, R($ - A) 
is closed; thus, pAy E &I - A) and there exists x such that @y = 
(PI- A) x. Therefore, by Lemma 2.1(a), (T - hT) (px - pAy) = p-$Ay = 
Ay and Ay E R( T - hl). Thus there exists x such that Ay = (T - XI) z and 
y=(T-&)(T-M)z=(T-H)(T--CXI).Z and R(T-U) is closed. 
Now assume that R( T - hl) is closed and y E R(pI - A). It shall be shown 
that y E R&I - A). To this end, let {m} be a collection of vectors in 
R(pI - A) such that yn +y in norm where yn = (PI- A) x, . Then, by 
Lemma 2.1(a), (T - /lI) (px, - yJ = p-lyn and yn E R(T - /II) for each n. 
Since R(T - /\I) is closed, y E R(T - hl) and thus there exists x E D(T) 
such that (T - hl) x = y. Now Lemma 2.1(b) yields that (PI- A) x = pAy 
and since x E D(T), then py = (T - OJ) (pI - A) x = (pI - A) (T - cJ) x. 
Thus, y E R&I - A) which was to be shown. 
LEMMA 2.3. For p # 0, let /\ satisfy (X - a) p = 1. Then 
(a) dim N(T - M) = dim N&I - A) 
(b) codim R(T - XI) = codim R(pI - A). 
Proof. If dim N(T - XI) = n, then there exists a collection of linearly 
independent vectors { yr , ys , . . . , y,}suchthat(T-M)yi=Ofori= ~,...,II. 
By Lemma 2.1(b), (pI - A)y, = 0 for i = l,..., 1~. This yields that 
dim N(p.7 - A) > dim N(T - M). 
The reverse inequality follows by Lemma 2.1(a). 
To see (b), note that OL E p(T) iff Or E p( T*) where T* is the adjoint of T 
and that codim R(S) = dim N(S*) f or any closed operator S, and that 
(A - a) p = 1 iff (X - I?) tYi = 1. 
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Thus, 
codimR(T-u)=dimN((T-M)*)=dimN(T*-ti) 
= dim N(pl - A*) = codim R(p1- A). 
An operator S is called normally solvable if S is closed and R(S) is closed; 
if in addition a(S) or p(S) (where a(S) = dim N(S) and p(S) = codim R(S)) 
is finite, S is called a semi-Fredholm operator; if both a(S) < co and 
p(S) < co, S is called a Fredholm operator; if a(S) = p(S) < co, S is called a 
Fredholm operator with index zero (index(S) = K(S) = or(S) - /3(S)). 
Using the notation of [6], set Ai = {h 1 X - S EFi for i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) 
where Fl is the set of normally solvable operators, Fz the set of semi-Fredholm 
operators, F3 the set of Fredholm operators, F4 the set of Fredholm operators 
with index zero, F5 the set of Fredholm operators with index zero where a 
deleted neighborhood of 0 is in p(S). We define u:(S) to be the complement 
of d,(T) in the complex plane. 
We now state the main result which follows from Lemmas 2.1(a), 2.2 and 
2.3 and that fact that p is isolated in a(A) iff h is isolated in a(T). See 
Taylor [15, 10.41. 
THEOREM 2.4. For p # 0, define h such that (h - CX) p = 1. Then h E u,i( T) 
i# p E uei(A) for i = 1,2, 3,4, 5 where 01 E p(T) and A = (T - J)-l. 
Berberian [2, Example 3.31 has given an example of a bounded operator B 
such that u,*@(B)) #p(ue4(B)) for some polynomial p(f). Thus Theorem 
2.4 seems to imply a somewhat surprising result with regards to ue4(.). On 
the other hand, Goldberg [4, p. 1071 and Nussbaum [ll] have shown that 
u,Q(S)) = p(uei(S)) for i = 3 and 5 respectively, where S is any closed 
operator and ~(6) is any polynomial. 
In Gustafson [5, Theorem I] it is shown that a necessary condition for 
Weyl’s Theorem to hold for a closed operator S is that 0,5(S) = ue4(S). For 
other references to Weyl’s Theorem see Berberian [I] and Oberai [12]. 
The following corollary is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.4 
and [5, Corollary 51. 
COROLLARY 2.5. For T closed, let (Y Ed and A = (T - oJ)-l. Then 
Weyl’s Theorem holds for T i# it holds for A. 
Putnam [I 31 indicates that unbounded inverses of hyponormal operators 
enjoy a certain amount of hyponormality. Since we known that Weyl’s 
theorem holds for hyponormal operators, then by virtue of this corollary it 
must hold for their unbounded inverses. See also Gustafson [S, Corollary 41. 
Lemmas 2.1,2.2 and 2.3 can also be applied to state diagrams. See Goldberg 
[4, p. 581 for their definitions. The following theorem results. 
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THEOREM 2.6. For p # 0, define X such that (h -- CX) p ~~ 1. For A in some 
state of T, then p is in the corresponding state of A. 
3. A PERTURBATION THEOREM 
For B a bounded operator on H, Stampfli [14] has constructed a compact 
operator K such that ae4(B) = a(B + K). The purpose of this section is to 
give a perturbation type relationship between A and T where A = (T - uI)-l 
for 01 E p(T). 
LEMMA 3.1. Let p # 0 such that (h - CX) p = 1 and assume K is compact 
such that TV. E u(A) but p 4 uC4(A + K), then h $ U( T - @(KT - WY)). 
Proof. Note that 
[/L - (A + K)] = [CL - (T - oil)-l + K(T - OJ) (T - aI)-l] 
= [p(T - OJ) - (I + K(T - LxI))] A. 
Since paz + 1 = pFL/\, the above quantity becomes {p( T - h) - (KT - olK)} A. 
Therefore, [CL - (A + K)]-l = (T - OJ) p-‘{(T - h) - CL-l(KT - orK)}-l 
which completes the proof. 
It should be noted that KT - aK is T-compact (for the definition of 
T-compact see Kato [7, p. 1941). For if {x, 1 n = l,..., co} is a sequence 
in D(T) such that {II X, 11 + /I TX, 11, n = l,..., co} is bounded then 
{KTx, - CYKX, j , n = l,..., a} contains a convergent subsequence. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let K be a compact operator such that u,4(A) = u(A + K) 
and let p # 0 be such that (X - CX) TV = 1. Then there exists a T-compact 
operator L such that (T - /\ + (X - a) L)-l exists for ewery h E u( T)/u,~( T). 
Proof. By Theorem 2.4 and Lemma 2.1(c), p E a(A) iff 
X E a( T)/ue4( T) where p = (h - CC-‘. Thus the theorem follows from Lemma 
3.1 and the remarks following it. 
4. VARIATION OF ESSENTIAL SPECTRA FOR CLOSED OPERATORS 
Let G, be a sequence of closed subsets of C’, the complex plane. The limit 
inferior, lim inf G, , is the set of all X in @such that every neighborhood of X 
has a nonempty intersection with all but a finite number of G, . The limit 
superior, lim sup G, , is the set of all h in Q such that every neighborhood of X 
intersects infinitely many of the G, . If lim inf G, = lim sup G, , then lim G, 
is said to exist and is equal to the common limit. 
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The purpose of this section is to describe conditions under which a 
sequence of closed operators {T,} converging to T in the generalized sense 
T, -+ T, implies lim uei(Tn) = uGi(T). Th ese results are motivated by those 
in Newburgh [lo], and Oberai [12]. For a discussion of convergence in the 
generalized sense, the reader is referred to Kato [7]. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let T, -+ T where p(T) # $. Then lim u,~( T,) = oGi( T) 
;sf lim a,i((X,, - T&l) = uei(X, - T)-l) where X, E p(T), for i = 1, 2, 3,4 
and 5. 
Proof. Since A, E p(T), then there exists N such that for all n > N, 
A,, $ U( T,) and (A, - T&l -+ (A, - T)-l in norm. See Kato [7, IV-2.131. 
The lemma now follows by an application of Theorem 2.4. 
We conclude this section with a seemingly standard result that can be 
entitled a little bit of Fredholmness gives a little bit more! 
THEOREM 4.2. Let T,, -+ T where p(T) # C$ and limn+m a,“( T,) = u,“(T). 
Then lim,,, uei(T,) = u,*(T) for i = 3,4. If the isolated points of U( T,) 
converge to the boundary of u(T) then lim,,, ue5(T,J = u,“(T). 
Proof. By virtue of Theorem 4.1, it is sufficient to consider this theorem 
for the bounded case. So let A, be a sequence of bounded operators con- 
verging to the bounded operator A. The case i = 4 can be found in Oberai 
[12]. The proof for the case i = 3 is similar to the case i = 4 with the addi- 
tional use of [IV, 5.171 in Kato [7]. The case i = 5 was shown to hold by the 
author in [3]. 
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